
THE EDGE

In the cold, where nobody goes
There is a place by a river
Where feelings will flow
None will know if you move on your own
You’ll be alone in a cycle
of your world

Living by the edge of desire
Shroud all the things you’d let go
All the things you’d let go
If your doubts take your mind 
You’ll lose control

Miracle
I need one coming here

Stuck in the thoughts
That draw from the heart 
Too much time that’s lost
Doing things with pain ‘cause I’m

Stuck in the thoughts
That draw from the heart 
It takes too much time, too much time

In the cold, where nobody goes
Is a place by a river
Where feelings will flow
None will know if you move on your own
You’ll be alone in a cycle
Of your world

Living by the edge of desire
Shroud all the things you’d let go
All the things you’d let go
If your doubts take your mind 
You’ll lose control

FIND MY WAY

Too many times I’ve been home
Lying on the floor



And the dreams are flowing over
From the holes within my soul

And I’ve gotta get a hold
To compromise and find my way

How many roam in the world alone
And hold on to the pain?
With a thirst for control
that only complicates

I know I’ll find my way
I know I’ll find my way

Too many times I’ve been home
Lying on the floor
And the dreams are flowing over
From the holes within my soul

And I’ve gotta get a hold
To compromise and find my way, 
“I know I’ll find my way”

Too many times I’ve been home
Lying on the floor
And the dreams are flowing over
From the holes within my soul

Oh I’ve gotta get a hold
To compromise and find my way, 
“I know I’ll find my way”

TRIAL OF ESCAPADES

I’ve seen you in my dreams before
Words go ‘round that your heart’s got the traits of a riddle
No one knows
Where to start and what’s in store

You make the world your home
The city lights and starlit skies by the window
And all that shows,
It doesn’t really matter where you go,
Make it yours



The stare in your eyes
Shows the escapade
It takes you off to space
Living with the shadows
And the trials you face
To find a place

Living on your own
Brings a calm
Learning how to let it go
Is learning how to deal with time
as it goes

The stare in your eyes
Shows the escapade
It takes you off to space
Living with the shadows
And the trials you face
To find a place

DOORS

Lose track of time
When I see your name
Out in a town where I’ve gone to
Find myself to calm me down
Somewhere with a peaceful sound

Living in a world we’re unknown
Looking at the photos
Holding on a scar I call home
Keeps me moving to a place I’ve been before

Takes me back there every night
‘Cause I see us every time
And it brings hope
To the cold of the winter

Take a little time now
Move your heart
Living by the words that you say

Oh yeah



When it comes
Out to open
Limiting doors
You’ll find out it’s not all over 

Oh, through the failure and the crime
You can take it all away
Go, like you fail me every time
Any time I break my faith

‘Cause you got me on my way

Lose track of time
When I see your name
Out in a town where I’ve gone to
Find myself to calm me down
Somewhere with a peaceful sound

Living in a world we’re unknown
Looking at the photos
Holding on a scar I call home
Keeps me moving to a place I’ve been before

Yeah
When it comes
Out to open
Limiting doors
You’ll find out it’s not all over

Not all over

THE UNKNOWN

(See Me)
I’m on a road with no one there
(Things Be)
A lonely place that feels like home
(Secrets)
I’m not sure if I’m prepared
(Changes)
To walk alone in the unknown

Take it slow
Find out where to go



Then we’ll overcome the things when we find
the empty spaces
Give it time to fill those unknown places

Leave the past
And just take a chance
To explore in a world we can grow
And bring some changes
You can write your guide and signs to hold your own

The number of things to be
Can taunt a person’s peace
Ignoring the things to see
Can seize what you believe

‘Cause there’s no need to know
All the secrets in this life
There’s need for compromise
To piece your heart inside

ESCAPE SHOW

Cutting down the ropes
Finding my hope
The healing with time from the world of my mind is waiting by the door

Limited time though
There’s a lot of things to cope
Too many times I’ve found myself lying on the floor

You can go and find out
Somewhere outside
The hearts and minds of stone
Life will make its way to shape and show the things you owe
You can go and find out
Somewhere outside
The mind and hearts of stone
Life will make its way to shape and show the things you owe

When you go to escape
You can keep what you hold

Letting down the ropes
Finding my hope



The healing with time from the world of my mind is waiting by the door

Limited time though
There’s a lot of things to cope
Too many times I’ve found myself lying on the floor

You can go and find out
Somewhere outside
The hearts and minds of stone
Life will make its way to shape and show the things you owe
You can go and find out
Somewhere outside
The mind and hearts of stone
Life will make its way to shape and show the things you owe
Taking all we know
Trading it for truth

END OF THE ROAD

Driving alone
Down on some highway to the end of the road
Not sure where it goes

Hoping to find
Some kind of sign to move a part of my soul
By the night time
There could be a new place to call home

End of the road.

Not the only one to draw the lines for
Letting some change control
Taking all the time will make it slow 

And doubts come to live inside
’Til minds lose their will to fight
The time it takes consumes our lives
The time it takes consumes our lives

I don’t know
which way to go

Somewhere in the center of the soul
Shape the things you do



Keep the things you hold

Not the only one to draw the lines for
Letting some change control
Taking all the time will make it slow 

Not the only one to draw the lines for
Letting some change control
Taking all the time will make it slow 

MY WORLD

I’ve been down to change my world
through the doors
Through all the things I’ve seen before
It will show what we know
Shaped by the pieces of our souls
Letting go, Letting go
Change the world
and my home

Thoughts can take our words to other places
Minds to different spaces
It can play a trick on what we’ve known

These times, stick with what’s right
The part of you that’s burning deep inside
To do what’s right
These times, stick with what’s right
The part of you that’s certain as your soul
You always have control
These times, stick with what’s right
The part of you that’s burning in your soul
You’re always in control

I’ve been down to change my world
through the doors
Through all the things I’ve seen before
It will show what we know
Shaped by the pieces of our souls
Letting go, Letting go
Change the world
Now I’m home


